POSSIBILITIES AND
PROBABILITY

Culture is exclusively what occurs. Without visions
of the future. It will remain that way as long as it is
a private matter without an awareness of the whole.

GUSTAV WEISS
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ccording to Joseph Beuys, everyone
is an artist. He had in mind everyday
creativity. Creativity with a small “c”,
which extends into all areas of creative problem solving. It is creative experience that is in
the spotlight here. The maker is pleased at
his work. But it is also useful to others. Out of
the ordinary creativity, with a big “C”, is different. It is an achievement of thinking people
and it is also significant for others, and they
appreciate it if they perceive a hidden meaning in it. It is dependent on an appreciative
environment.
We cannot predict the future but we can
invent it,
said environmentalist Jean-Marie Pelt from
Lorraine, who wrote a book about conflict,
love and community in the plant kingdom
(published by Econ in Germany as Das Leben
der Pflanzen - “The Life of Plants” in 1982).
Thirty-six years ago, he proved what now
awakens our curiosity in books in the bestseller lists, i.e. that science has made discoveries in many areas that are more fantastic than
anything we can imagine. So: can we invent
the future from the flickering beacon of our
imagination?
Science has calculated for us in concrete
terms what the future will be like – climate
change, and not only that; designer babies
too. In the world of ceramics though, there
is no prediction, just a projection of our possibilities and the assumption of the probability of what from today will remain tomorrow.
The past does not provide us with a thought
pattern for this.
A hundred years ago, crafts rebelled against
industry. In mass society, this competition has
become ever more obvious because the needs
of the masses can be fulfilled cheaper and
thus in the interests of society. Ceramics can
now only fulfil individual desires to make
people happy.
Earth and fire are like mind and matter
What distinguishes humans from animals
has given people pause for thought since time
immemorial. When they were created, Pro-

metheus implanted the thinking mind into them
and his brother Epimetheus implanted the capacity for error. The former was the forward
thinker, the latter full of afterthoughts. They
imparted this in images and stories. These were
works of art. We take pleasure in them. Promethues
stole fire from the gods and implanted it into
humans. Fire was the spirit. All of these stories
are metaphors for insights we understood much
later as metaphorical truths. And we wonder at
these images. They stem from thinking, not
knowing. From this we can learn that art is communication. It has to be beautiful to be heard or
seen, it must be inventive, interesting, stimulating for the curiosity. In art, beauty can help thought
to achieve a breakthrough.
Aesthetic creation in antiquity aided success
in the hunt. We do not know if it was perceived
as beautiful. In any event, it was not useless. This
is similarly the case with philosophical thought.
Humanity has thought about many things. We
do not know if this happened from a love of
truth. Equally, it was not useless for it lead to
religion. It was only the Ancient Greeks who
began with thinking from a love of the truth. It
also encompassed art. Art cannot portray truth
as a clearly delineated block of concrete because
it is an area of opinion. It leaves the context of
meaning to the viewer. It thus becomes creativity with a big “C”, an intellectual achievement.
Ceramic consciousness
The main thrust of ceramics has always
been usefulness, the creation of vessels.
Society has internalised this and it has become a prejudice. The categories of craft
and art evolved. They have fared much like
the categories of science, between which
now interdisciplinary spaces have been discovered for new fields of research. In these
spaces, creativity also spreads, both with a
big and a small c, containing the awareness
of cross-border creativity. It also allows the
role models, methods and aims to fall away
that had hitherto restricted ceramics. It used
to be the light from the East that occidental
ceramics followed, firstly faience from the
Near East, then Song ceramics from the Far
East, Japanese glazes and raku. All of these

are craft technologies. We can imitate them
thanks to chemical analyses. They led to the
emergence of applied art in our part of the
world. Their objective and their meaning is
the beauty of the useful.
In the Western hemisphere, we are basically defined by the desire to comprehend
everything logically. In the small museum
in Tokio where Korean rice bowls are shown
that peasants took out into the fields and
which were held up as examples by the
priests, the the curator is regularly annoyed
by Western visitors asking her who made
them. This is our way. Beauty gladdens our
heart. We grasp it through the senses. But the
mind also wants a share too. But calculation
should not be the supreme authority. Only
gradually did we realise that the golden section was not the route to art. But what is? The
secret sense. This category in art is governed
by philosophical aesthetics.
And the probability of the future? The
truism that change is constant also contains
an insight for the future: only uncertainty is
certain. In this uncertainty, however, it is certain that eternity needs the “always”, to overcome a whole every time, to come upon a
new whole again, before which a new whole
stands, that is to be overcome. The always
contains the ups and downs, the bell curve
of life. In this way, eternity is concrete in history and life, in nature. Also concrete because
in this way time fulfils its task. How important
Christ was that his birth was made the zero
point of history! How long it took until people began to discover what had previously
been concealed, gradually, down into the
distant past. The time after the zero was more
important and is taught in schools. Abstract
infinity differs from eternity, which in this way
is concrete. What it depicts creatively in art, as
an eye witness, is an image in standby mode
from the flow. But it is not a sharp image but
merely unsharp as a field in which truths are
concealed. As an art of cognition, it is intellectual. To be perceived, it needs attention,
whether as painting, graphic art, sculpture or
as ceramics.
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The picture is unsharp because possibilities are
concealed in it. Glaze painting, 2000. 60 x 60 cm

